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FAITH, OUR GUIDE THROUGH THE DARK.
LESSON VII.

No man has the slightest conception of the Law of Attraction 
abstracted from the living organisms in which it is manifested. We 
can only perceive it by that which recognizes it. I t  is growth in the 
tree; it is development in the animal; it is evolution in all nature; and 
in all things, from low to high, evolution is prompted by the desire of 
the organized creature pushing forth to its own accomplishment. Then 
all we can know of the Law is that which is made manifest through 
desire. We cannot do otherwise than believe in the law. Therefore we 
cannot do otherwise than believe in desire. To throw ourselves upon 
our desires and trust them is to throw ourselves upon the Law and trust 
its absolute infallibility. This would be what the theologians would 
call “trusting God.”

In spite of the manner in which we have crucified our desires they 
have still operated to work all the benefit the world has ever received. 
Look back to the cave dwellers, and farther, and see that .the course of 
the race has been progressive and not retrogressive. Is not this so?
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And what influence has operated to produce this constant improvement; 
this greater and still greater manifestation of the Law? I answer, it has 
all been unfolded from the actualization of the desires of man. Every 
change in government, from the nomadic tribes up through kingcraft to 
our democracy, has been the growing desires of man acting upon the 
negative creations about him.

The world exists for the unfoldment of man’s desires. The unfold- 
ment of man’s desires is the unfoldment of the man. The unfoldment 
of the man is the making the latent possibilities of the Law manifest in 
the world of effects, and the multiplying a thousandfold the new uses by 
which the whole race shall climb the ladder of civilization to higher 
heights than any previous civilization has ever attained, or ever dreamed 
possible of attainment.

I  am my own eternal want to. I  want to do this, and I want to do 
that, and every want to is the impulse of the Law of Life which I do but 
embody for the purpose of showing it forth. The Law of Attraction, or 
the Life Principle—which is the Law of organization, by which atoms 
cohere in the myriad of forms we see in nature—pushes through my 
want to. Shall I believe in the Law and execute this want to, or shall I 
say, “The La»w is all wrong; it is a sinful, wretched affair,” and so tu rn  
aside and d rift with the inorganic negatives which my want to could 
control if I  would but trust it?
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Mv want to is my immortal selfhood. It points forever in the 
direction of happiness; and l have hut one object in life—that of being 
happy. That my want to may lead me in the wrong direction is not to 
be considered for a moment. It is sure to do so. because we are but 
children in the dark groping toward the light, and we hurt ourselves 
and others in the effort. But with happiness as the goal of every effort- 
t he one eternal enticement—"all roads lead to Rome." The load-star of 
the spirit s everlasting yearning is always shining fair and clear, and our 
eves never waver in the intentness with which they regard it, even 
though our feet may be detained by the brambles in the path, and our 
brdies bruised all over in blind collision with other struggling bodies on 
the same journey. As the star becomes brighter and the light clearer, 
there will be fewer mistakes. And eventually, in the broad light of 
splendid day. we will perceive that the desirable is the attainable, not 
only for ourselves, but for all; that the supply is equal to the demand; 
and then competition will have developed into emulation, where each 
one. instead of striving to get the most good, will strive to do the most 
good.

I find myself quoting a good deal from the bible. and yet 1 have 
none of that superstitious clinging to the bible that marks the theolo
gian. I have been a student of it, and it contains some remarkable
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“He that overcometh, I will make him a pillar in the temple of my 
God, and he shall go out no more.”

“To him that overcometh I will give to sit down with me in my 
throne, as I also overcame and sat down with the Father on His throne.”

To him that overcomes is every promise made. And what is it that 
is to be overcome?

The religion of the world says that it is our desires that are to be 
overcome.

I say that if desire could be overcome (which it cannot be, though 
the pressure put upon it has forced it into a great variety of dreadful 
expressions) that the Life Principle would be overcome; and nature— 
which is the visible and audible manifestation of the Life Principle— 
would be wiped out.

To overcome presupposes that which is to overcome, and that which 
is to be overcome. That which is to overcome is the Life Principle in 
man, as expressed in desire. That which is to be overcome is all that 
stands in the way of the fullest expansion and operation of man’s desires.

And what is it that stands most in the way of the expansion and ope
ration of man’s desires? I t  is the thousand and one ignorknt beliefs into 
which the race,is born. Beliefs that hedge our desires at every step; 
that press in on us more and more, making us reflections of themselves



instead of reflections of Life; thus marring and maiming, and finally kill
ing us.

These beliefs are real conditions. Everything being mind, all con
ditions are beliefs and all beliefs are conditions. These beliefs, or condi
tions, then, are the crude surroundings which await us at birth, and 
which are our tools and servants, to be used by us in working out our 
desires to larger ends than we have yet dreamed of, thus making them 
our allies in the more perfect manifestation of the Life Principle in the 
world.

It has been said that a man is a bundle of beliefs; and so he is after 
being pressed into conformity with the world’s beliefs; but in his primor
dial essence he is not a bundle of beliefs, but a bundle of desires. As 
spoken from out that unexplored void from whence all life issues, he is 
an aggregating spark of pure sex fire, to grow and grow forever through 
his loves, or desires—these loves, or desires, stretching forth all the time 
and crying, “More, more.” And he entered this world of negative 
beliefs, not to conform to these beliefs, but to shape them to his own 
liking. There is a life of perpetual conquest before him; perpetual over
coming.

And does man conquer? No, not yet. He conforms to the nega
tive beliefs into which he was born. Now and then he presents a weak
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face of semi-resistance to them, Always to back down from th | Contest, 
defeated. Indeed, he is defeated before hA begins |tbbpcoriest-+deffeated 
by the belief that even his God is against jy fil fcb kd %ks Wen educated 
to believe this. And yet, being a bundle of desires, he attempts to actu
alize them in spite of his belief that they are of the devil. He tempor
izes with his conscience on this point to a certain extent, and in the 
meantime builds ramparts, as it were, for his own protection against the 
overwhelming and constantly encroaching negatives; not knowing that 
his desires are meant for his guides; not knowing that desire is the heav
en-born master of belief, and that he, as the incarnation of desire, has 
only to announce his mastery in order to see belief give way before him 
until it is utterly routed and destroyed.

When the full understanding of this great truth—that desire is the 
master of those conditions or beliefs that have so loiig mastered us— 
first burst upon me, I was as one re-born. The very moment this great 
truth worked its slow way through my thought, and at last banished 
every cobweb of doubt, I stood revealed to myself as a babe just come 
into a new world. And, indeed, it was so. I was born out of earth 
beliefs into the heaven of unlimited aspiration and unlimited fruition.

Forever in search of truth, and never before satisfied to rest one 
moment, I yet knew, at this point, that I had found a resting place; a
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how glad I whs, oh time passed,' to ho able to luivo my desiroN crushed 
without such keen suffering. Ihit every hit of palliation brought by 
tho years was ('vidoikm' of tho muouut of (loath (Mich oniNhod doBi.ro liad. 
loft; until at last, when tho groat truth for which I had boon ho long 
soarohiug burnt upon mo, I seemed already doad in tho doath of ovory 
hope my nature had over given birth to. I wan in that fearful and 
almost irreclaimable condition called “content.” I was fast becoming 
an old woman something I never intend to bo. I saw the wholo situa
tion. If 1 intended to live and grow in the new life to which I had boon 
horn through my intelligence, I must, indeed, become again as a little 
child.

And what is it to become again as a little child? It is to be one con
tinual incarnation of “want;” and to want not only with my soul, but 
with my body, for body and soul arc one. A child is all want; and the 
moment its thought goes out after a new want, its hands reach for it. 
Of course the child and its wants aru but the type of the man and his 
wants.

Then in trying to gain strength after my new birth, my first denial 
was this: “ No, 1 am not dead in negation.” (This being dead in nega
tion of life, is what the hible calls being “dead in trespasses and sins 
against God”- as manifested in our natural desires.)
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This whm the death that T denied. “I urn not dead, but only sleep
ing. l will n.wiikn. I will sedulously Affirm the existence of nil thou© 
puro And harmless tloniroH I onoe tried to overcome” (too iuooenfully)i 
And ho I tried to imilco myself believe thnt new droHHeH nnd new rings 
were desirable; and above all tliin^M thrit the donire for anything what
ever that would quioken the expiring vitality wan desirable. For vital
ity, which in Life, in born of desire -the child of love.

To overoome our doubts of the divinity of our own desires is now in 
order, How are we to do this?

We are to do it first of all by n calm, clear conviction tin t desire is 
the spirit of growth in a man, as in all things. We can only get this 
conviction by much thought and introspection. Look within yourself 
fearlessly, and in utter disregard to the opinions of the churches and of 
all your friends and acquaintances for demonstration of this truth. Cul
tivate your own powers of analysis by the closest observation, and turn 
a deaf ear to everything that does not conform to the conclusion you 
come to.

These conclusions are pretty sure to be faulty at first, but they are 
yours; they are a part of you. They are the first effort of growth in the 
native soil of your own mentality, and as suoh they are exceedingly 
valuable, since they demonstrate the productiveness of your own soil.
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Having demonstrated this one fact, of which you were almost uncon
scious before, you have established a certain amount of respect for your
self. You have found out that you are as capable of thought as others, 
and therefore do not have to hfre your thinking done. And so the mere 
fact that you have established in your mental organism—the self-con
scious power of original thought—has lifted you a long way out of the 
negatives that surrounded you. You are mentally stronger; and as the 
mental is the physical, you are stronger all over; your vitality is greater 
and your health is better.

Having now reached a point of greater self-conscious power, go back 
and read the lessons over. Read them slowly, thoughtfully and critic
ally. Do not accept them because I  have proven them true. They are 
not yours—not a part of your being—until you also have proven them 
true for yourself by the solidest kind of reasoning. By the time the light 
of your own intelligence breaks over the mighty fact that desire is the 
spirit of all life, the great and only prompter to action, you may begin 
si OJisep -£uap £eui noj^ o^ suoi^raaipB  puB sjBiuop oq^ ^dd-e oq. 
a sinful thing. You may affirm your respect for it and your confidence 
in it.

These denials and affirmations are wonderful in their effect, and the 
student should go alone many times a day to make them. They need
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not be spoken aloud. They can be made in the thought and be just as 
effective.

In the lower orders of life, desire is trusted with implicit confidence; 
and the result of trusting the desire is growth in the individual and evo
lution in all nature.

In  the lower orders of life the perception that desire is the legiti
mate impulse of all growth is merely instinctive, or intuitional; instinct 
or intuition is natural knowledge ; is that knowledge of tru th , or Life, 
which has never questioned itself and therefore never thrown doubt 
upon itself.

As instinct or intuition has ripened into reason in the man—by a 
process of growth, through which he lias called every faculty of his being 
into question—his doubts have awakened, and they have challenged each 
separate faculty he possesses to give a strict account of itself. From 
this point has ensued the gradual unfoldment of intuition into self-con
scious reasoning power. The natural intelligence, which is instinct, or 
intuition, must be understood and endorsed by the man's riper percep
tions or else it will not be trusted. These riper perceptions in their 
gradual unfoldment have passed through ages of infidelity to the natural 
intelligence expressed by the words instinct and intuition; but now they 
are coming into a recognition of its value. And this personal recogni-
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of uriooiinuioun jufrowl;li iirnl couhcIoiim growth an I will show farther 
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I iiiiiiitiioii in brio laboratory through which the Luton fc Life Principle 
I mom m 11 <oi v i h i I > I n in tungl Ido hii IimIiiiiiicCi The unfolding of the intuitive 
poruoptioiiH Huggontl to iim the I'liot that in them there in a well of unfnil- 
jug vitality to liu drawn upon by tliu cultured intellect^ and to he lined 
in the upbuilding of (die race; or in iniin*h farther procenn at Helf-ereation. 
It in the door opening into the hidden power of a realm of infinite ponni- 
hililiioN. Til0 (pu'Ntion, then, in I)Imm: In faith nouiuthing related to intu
ition, or in if nomofhiug apart and Neparate from it?

Ah a c.oiiimp; light dinpeln the darknenn in front of it, ho doen intui
tion Hend forth in more or lenn hrightuenn, according an the intuitional 
nature in more or Iohh developed in the individual, a loop; ntream of light, 
loading upward forever, and pointing alwayn to nhiuiug heights ahead 
wliiidi it in poHHihle for iih to attain, through that effort which rentn on a 
neeiire belief in flu* omuiprcnenco of good. Thin ntream of light in faith, 
and it in a clear ntream that taken itn rine in intuition.

Faith lights up the whole interior man; and thin light keepn bright
ening all along the road that leadn to hin clear understanding. It points 
to the time when the full-fledged reanoning powern of the man nhall have 
no developed an to con firm itn hopen, deniren and anpirationn, all of which 
are the spirit of intuition, and its own npirit alno.
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Faith is not reason in its full sense. I t is the trustfulness of intui
tion that longs for confirmation by the full-fledged reasoning faculties 
of the highly developed man. It is intuition in aspiration for something 
beyond and above its present reach. And when reason has confirmed 
faith, the individual has stepped up to a very high place indeed—to the 
place of understanding.

Faith is a guide to understanding, and until we reach understand
ing the best thing we can do is to trust it. I t is the light of our other
wise darkened lives.

The opponent to faith is doubt. Now doubt is of the reasoning 
faculties, while faith is of intuition—the natural knowing, or the 
implanted knowing that comes from the earth life.

“But,” the student asks, “is not the reasoning power the same thing 
as intuition? Is it not intuition developed to a self-conscious plane?”

Yes, it is; but at the point where self-conscious thought begins in 
man, there doubt is born. Self-conscious thought doubts first before it 
accepts the evidence of the natural knowing—the intuitional percep
tions. With this doubt it becomes aware of the existence of the posi
tive pole of doubt, which is faith. At this juncture the investigating 
thought perceives the necessity of choosing which it shall rely upon in 
its farther search for truth. It may rely upon doubt, or it may rely
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upon hope, or fnilh. It soon finds find doubt leads nowhere and ends in
absolute darkness, while faith is itself a light, and leads in the direction 
of more light*

Therefore fhe mowing intellect follows faith. And vet faith has 
been followed in so wavering and unsteady a manner that the race has 
boon man \ thousands of years in crossing the line from that condition 
of natural or animal Knowing, called intuition, to the higher condition 
of self-conscious Knowing (’ailed the understanding.

And now, as these lessons are meant for practical instruction in the 
manner of evolving the self-conscious thought that shows man that he 
is master of all conditions, and can do his ow n growing, 1 will give the 
student something to do right here, lie must deny doubt, and affirm 
faith, t »

But suppose the question confronting him is one in which it seems
m ore plausible to doubt than to believe? It makes no difference; he is
learning a lesson now, and it is a lesson where his mistakes will teach%
him as much as correct results.

bet us suppose the question is presented to his mind and doubt 
jumps up, says, “ I don't believe it," What, then? Why nothing. The 
matter is ended. Investigation is crushed. The result is so much dead
ness, But suppose he says to doubt; "There is a plausible side to this 
yit is not a question unless it has a plausible side) and 1 w ill bring faith

♦
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to bear on it.” Now faith is alive and leads to more life, while doubt is 
dead and leads nowhere. So the student calls faith into requisition and 
follows after her. Now the leading characteristic of faith is to glow 
and burn with constantly increasing brightness the more she is trusted, 
for she travels in but one direction, and that is toward understanding. 
Well, let us suppose that the inquirer follows faith. In doing so he will 
be sure to find the answer to his question either in the negative or the 
affirmative. The answer may not be what he wanted, nor what he 
expected, and—by the light of still higher tru th—it may not even be 
correct. But whatever it is, it holds the seed germ of another question, 
which by following in faith will lead him nearer the truth, and finally 
he will reach it. To honestly follow faith in the pursuit of truth will 
lead to its acquisition. I say in the pursuit of truth, and not in the pur
suit of theories or creeds. See that your mind is unfettered by past 
beliefs when you search for truth, and deny unceasingly the power of 
prejudice.

Remember that doubt is a blight upon every effort you make in 
search of truth, and refuse to follow it. The person who trusts his 
doubts is always looking on the gloomy side of life, and never achieves 
anything. He is wretched from morning until night, and is subject to 
every disease that he hears of.
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But faith is the light of our growing lives. I t  starts from the foun
tain-head of intuition within, and gleams in long, straight lines leading 
upward forever, always toward the realm of the beautiful, the true and 
the good. And if we walk in its pathway we reach resting places in 
new altitudes of understanding, where—looking back—each step is seen 
to stand out in strong light, though we may have passed over it hesitat
ingly, and with but half-hearted conviction as to its being the true way. 
And we know that we have done well in trusting the gentle messenger 
sent out by intuition—the native-born intellect within us.

Now in going out face to face with what the world calls the evils of 
life, I ask you to exercise your faith for a few days or weeks until the 
foundation for it shall have become so organized in your mind that 
understanding will be certain. I do not ask you to trust even faith 
blindly. If I should do so, and you should comply with my request, you 
would simply be setting aside your reason, and permitting me to psychol- 
ogize you. To be psychologized is to have your judgment held in abey
ance by the judgment of another person. Indeed your judgment may be 
held in abeyance by yourself. Your prejudices may so hold you that 
your reasoning powers are inoperative, in which case you are self-psychol
ogized. This condition is called “statuevolence.” But even blind, 
unquestioning faith is better than the deadness of no faith. Encourage



the growth of faith within yourself* hut question it and try  it by the 
lig h t of the science you are learning; also try the science by the light 
(ft your faith. In this way yon can determine the in te llig en t of each,

| nahl lefw e, there in life in faith; for the blindest faith in the world 
t/aiH organa of rision after a time, and become* a guide that lead* to 
understanding, If after yon first study the lessons, there shonld be a 
reaction from the eonriction they hare planted within yon, do not be 
discouraged, This reaction is the old mode of thought, or habit, of your 
former life, reasserting itself. At such a time, report# of so-called eril 
will encompass and confuse you; sickness and death will alarm you; the 
influence of all the negatire forces will sweep orer yon again; again yon 
will doubt the tru th  of omnipresent good. Right here is the great need 
of faith. Right here is the place to make the supreme effort to be fa ith ' 
ful, Remember tha t the endearor of your life is to cross orer from 
negatire to positire beliefs, A belief in eril, or any form of eril is 
negatire, A belief in omnipresent good is positire, and will in time, 
and by slow degrees, lift the student into an understanding of the science. 
Therefore, I say, let faith reach out as it is erer trying to do, toward 
understanding; encourage it; stand by this inner guide as you would 
stand by your life. The conditions of the race are embryotie. I t  w  in  
process of being born into higher spiritual ligh t—in process of p ^ n g
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is his for the taking. The supply is always equal to the demand. “Ask 
and ye shall receive; knock and it shall be opened unto you.” But you 
must knock understanding^. The law is inoperative to him who knocks 
blindly. An intelligent perception of the principle embodied is neces
sary to insure a return. Ask, knowing the law that the supply is equal 
t6 the demand, and why it is so, and you will surely receive. Thus when 
you have pressed past your denials, made your affirmations understand
ingly, and established yourself in conscious relations with Life, or good, 
treat every patient who comes to you, knowing that by the mere fact 
of your recognition of the all-pervading presence of Life, and your 
belief in its power to become apparent on your intelligent demand, that 
you can heal them. To heal a patient is simply to make the truth that 
all is Life apparent to him in his own person. If your patient is very 
ill do not be frightened, but call up faith in the basic Life statement of 
this science—viz., that all is Life and that the supply of Life is equal 
to the demand you make upon it; if you make the demand understand
ingly. Know forever^that all Life is yours for the recognition; that in 
proportion as you recognize it will be your powder to heal.

If you fail to heal your patient, the fault is probably in your igno
rance; in your immature knowledge of the power of the Law, and of 
man’s oneness with it. Though more about this will be mentioned
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Tarther on. But in any case your duty is clear. Study the lessons 
again. Go down again and again into the silence of your intuitional 
life, and watch and wait for the the tru th  welling up from th a t source. 
This will bring you understanding. I t will fortify your faith  in your
self, and double your ability as a healer and a teacher. Do not at any 
time hesitate, in view of your own powerlessness, to take a patient who 
comes to you of his own volition. He was drawn to you by the Law of 
Attraction, and you can give him tha t for which he came; for the sup
ply is equal to the demand, and for this very reason you will not fail, if 
you have intelligent faith. You are the supply to the patien t; the 
patient is the demand upon you. The patient would not have come to 
you for treatm ent if your supply had not been equal to his demand, for 
such is the Law. If  you fail to heal the patient it will not be because 
you had not the actual power at hand to do so—for the supply is equal 
to the demand—but because you had not faith  enough in omnipresent 
Life as manifested in you, or sufficient understanding of the Law, and 
so fell into a condition of negation, in which you are drawn into the 
patient’s error, or negative beliefs in sickness and fear; for always, in 
treating as in teaching, does the measure of your understanding of the 
science of mind determine the measure of your success.

This is the law of Mental Science as of mathematics. You would
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